2005 toyota tercel

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Stan was great, I test
drove the car down the highway it drove straight and smooth and I now enjoy the car. Amazing
folks got a great deal. My wife and I live the pilot. Thanks everyone!!!!!! Will be back!!! Very
helpful and knowledgeable. Offered to let me take it to my mechanic. Seems to be a very honest
dealer. The Toyota Tercel was introduced in as Toyota's sub-compact, entry-level car. The
Tercel saw many incarnations during its lifetime, including as a sedan, coupe, wagon, and
hatchback. The Tercel was Toyota's first front-wheel drive car, and was originally named the
Corolla Tercel, to capitalize on the sedan's popularity. The first Tercels had a 60 horsepower
engine. By the end, it had gained a horsepower engine. In addition to its many body styles, the
Tercel was available in a variety of trims over its year run, including a 4WD version with a sixth,
extra-low gear. In , Toyota introduced a super-economy version, the Tercel EZ, which came
equipped with rubber floor mats and vinyl seating, but was lacking basics such as sun visors. It
was discontinued in in favor of Toyota's new sub-compact, the Echo, which was introduced in
and subsequently discontinued as well. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Toyota Tercel for
Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Toyota Tercel listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User. Read more. Why
Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in
Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in
Miami FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in
Washington DC. Starting with the second generation, the Tercel dealership network was
changed to Vista Store , as its badge engineered sibling, the Corolla II, was exclusive to Corolla
Store locations. The Tercel was the first front-wheel drive vehicle produced by Toyota,
establishing a layout and frame that was later used in other popular Toyota models. Also,
Toyota designed the then new A series engine for the Tercel, attempting simultaneously to
achieve good fuel economy and performance and low emissions. Choice of body styles
increased as well, with the addition of a four-door sedan. The name "Tercel" derives from the
Latin word for "one third" as the Tercel was slightly smaller than the Corolla [ citation needed ]
â€”much the way " tiercel " refers to a male falcon, which is one-third smaller than its female
counterpart. Hino assembled the third generation Tercel from to for the two-door and some
three-door models. The hatchback's rear design was the result of using taillights similar in
design to those used on the bigger Mark II : the Tercel was originally intended to be sold
through Toyopet Stores , alongside the Mark II. Transmission choices were either a four- or
five-speed manual, or a three-speed automatic available with the 1. In this new front-wheel-drive
design, the first for Toyota, the engine is mounted longitudinally. The transmission is mounted
under the floorpan, as is the case in a rear-wheel-drive car. Unlike a rear-wheel-drive car, the
transmission has a ring and pinion gear on the front part of the transmission, underneath the
engine. The engine, transmission and differential are located a little off of the centre line of the
car. Halfshafts then extend from the transmission to the front wheels. This made for a taller
package than usual, making the beltline higher as well, but Toyota felt that traditionalists might
be scared off by a transverse setup. As early as , Toyota also hinted that this setup made the
conversion to a four-wheel-drive setup easier, [11] although such a version had to wait for the
second generation. The Tercel also had rack and pinion steering , the first time such a design
was used by Toyota since the GT. In August , the Tercel and Corsa underwent a facelift, with
considerable changes to the front and minor ones to the interior and rear. Toyota redesigned
the Tercel in May , now called the Tercel in all markets. Its internal model code is the L20 series.
It was available in three- or five-door hatchback models or a four-door station wagon, and also
as a four-door sedan in Japan. The wagon was also available with four-wheel drive
front-wheel-drive wagons were only available in select markets. In Japan, a four-wheel-drive
sedan was also available; it, too remained in production alongside the wagon version even after
the introduction of the third generation Tercel. Standard front-wheel drive vehicles and
four-wheel drive wagons not equipped with the six-speed manual transmission came with either
a three-speed automatic or a four- or five-speed manual transmission. The four-speed manual
was reserved for the very simplest version in North American markets. In Japan, body styles on
offer were different for the different models as they had to suit the lineups of the various dealer

networks. As only the first two generations were sold officially in Europe, this was the last
generation of the Tercel series available there, with either the hatchback or station wagon
bodywork. In Japan, power outputs were as follows:. North American Tercels were all fitted with
the 1. In Europe, both the 1. In some markets, engines received minor improvements, such as
reformulated combustion chambers to improve emissions and fuel economy , higher
compression ratios, and new auxiliary devices for the carburettor assemblies. The
four-wheel-drive models chassis code AL25 , only with the 1. The sixth gear it carries is an
"extra low" EL first gear, a standard transmission gear with a very low 4. The EL gear generates
a It is only available when in four-wheel drive, and because of its low gear-ratio it is suitable
only for very low-speed use. Also included with better equipped four-wheel-drive models was an
inclinometer above the radio and air conditioner that measures the tilt of the car. The new Tercel
4WD was built from existing pieces in the Toyota inventory. The engine, transaxle and
front-wheel-drive system were from the existing Tercel; the longitudinally mounted engine made
such a conversion a simple affair. When the driver pulls the 4WD selector lever back into
four-wheel drive, or presses a button on the gear selector for the automatic transmission, front
and rear differentials are driven at the same RPM via a direct mechanical coupling. There is no
conventional center differential , so the four-wheel-drive system can be used only on loose or
slippery road surfaces such as snow, gravel, or sand ; otherwise the drivetrain experiences
severe wear, and handling is compromised. The third power option which was only available on
the six-speed manual is low range. This is not the same as the low-range power option found in
a truck or conventional SUV , as the Tercel lacks a high-range-low-range transfer case. When
the lever is placed in four-wheel-drive mode it becomes possible to down shift the vehicle from
first to EL. In there were minor changes to gear ratios and to the grille design, and the interior
was updated in The Tercel wagon and four-door sedan in Japan continued with the same design
until February when the Sprinter Carib was replaced by a larger, Corolla-based design , while
the sedans and hatchbacks moved on to the newer design. In , Toyota introduced the slightly
larger third generation Tercel with a new valve engine which featured a variable venturi
carburetor, and later models with EFI. From this generation on, the engine is mounted
transversely, with the transmission mounted on the right side of the engine in a layout
developed by Dante Giacosa and earlier popularised in such vehicles as the Fiat and
Volkswagen Golf. Other changes included revised rack-and-pinion steering and a newly
designed, fully independent suspension. The Tercel continued in North America as Toyota's
least expensive vehicle, while it was no longer offered in Europe. In other markets, the smaller
Starlet was also offered. The GP-Turbo trim also came with a unique facelift, which included
hidden headlamps. This was also when the two-door sedan model was introduced, sometimes
referred to as a "coupe" in the United States. In , Toyota also introduced a turbodiesel version
with Toyota's 1. This was mainly sold in the Japanese domestic market. The wagon version
continued to be of the previous generation, as did the four-door sedan which was not exported
to most countries , and continued to be so until it was moved to the Corolla's underpinnings in
The variable venturi carburettor reportedly has some problems, especially in the earlier models,
such as a too rich mixture, which is caused by the too thin Teflon coating of the fuel-metering
needle, which erodes over time due to friction. It also has had problems with the compensator
choke device , which can also cause overly rich mixture when not working properly.
Non-motorized two-point passive seatbelts for the front-seats were introduced in Toyota
introduced the fourth generation Tercel in September , as either a three-door hatchback or as a
sedan with either two or four doors. In the North American markets it was powered by either a 1.
The hatchback was not offered in North America, while the two-door sedan was not sold in any
market outside of the US and Canada. In Japan, the Tercel was also offered in 4WD versions.
Hatchback models were VC, Joinus and Avenue. The higher level Japanese sedans have
different tail lights and a better-equipped interior than the export models. Color-keyed bumpers,
full wheel covers and folded rear seat were optional on the DX, standard on the LE. The LE has
red trunk garnish similar to the Japanese model. The model had a minor exterior redesign to the
front and rear fascias and the addition of a standard driver's side airbag and available anti-lock
brakes. The Tercel was carried over to with no major changesâ€” Haloalkane , a non-CFC
refrigerant was used in the air conditioning system. In Chile, the Tercel was introduced in as a
four-door sedan with a 1. The "DX" basic version came with tachometer and four spoke steering
wheel. It gained moderate success due to the Corolla name. In September , a Canadian-spec
version was introduced to Chile to replace the previous one with a new 1. Unlike the previous
one, it was simply called "Tercel". It was brought along the Canadian-spec Corolla to meet the
new emission standard since no Latin American version of either was yet available with a
catalytic converter. Due to the higher trim level of the Canadian-spec versions, the Tercel was
initially marketed as a successor of the Corolla E90 , which had just been discontinued. This

made it a very successful car. Designed between and , by Shinichi Hiranaka and Yasuhisa
Hamano, in September , for the model year, Toyota introduced an all-new Tercel. The new
design offered a stiffer body [ citation needed ] with better handling and was one of only a
handful of cars in the US to have OBDII in Retaining its compact packaging and high quality, the
new Tercel featured a redesigned exterior and new engine. The Tercel now offered standard
driver's and passenger's side airbags in the United States, but only a driver's side bag for
Canada. Three-point seatbelts for front and outboard rear passengers and adjustable
shoulder-belt anchor points for front seat passengers were installed on four-door models. All
models met federal standards for side-impact protection, and offered anti-lock brakes. Standard
models came with only a four-speed manual or automatic transmission and grey bumpers, while
DX models were offered with the addition of body-colored bumpers and either a five-speed
manual or four-speed automatic transmission. Its all-new appearance appears to be influenced
by the Japanese-market Toyota Camry V40 series, also introduced that year. Both vehicles were
available together at Toyota Corolla Store Japanese dealerships. Design patents were filed at
the Japan Patent Office on 12 October , under patent number In Japan, the Tercel was again
also offered with the Corsa and Corolla II nameplates, for sale through parallel marketing
channels. There was also a three-door hatchback body version offered in addition to the
four-door sedan. The two-door sedan was only ever marketed in North America. There was also
a four-wheel-drive option available in Japan. The interior design pushed the dash further away,
but brought the switches closer. This same dashboard left sided version was shared with the
Toyota Starlet and Toyota Paseo of the time. The all-new DOHC 1. For , all North American
market Tercels were available only in the CE trim level and incorporated many of the standard
and optional items from previous base and DX models. All Tercels came standard with a new
inch wheel and tire combination. Inside, the Tercel's dashboard was revised with rotary
ventilation controls. All Toyota models had revised seat fabric and door panels. For , the
Tercel's styling was updated, highlighted by multi-reflector headlights, a revised grille and front
fascia design and clear lens turn signal lights for the front and rear. The Tercel's rear styling
was also enhanced with redesigned composite tail-lights and updated bumper molding. The
new molding extended across the entire length of the rear bumper. Production of the Tercel for
the American market ended in as the model was superseded by the Echo. Production for Japan,
Canada and some other countries continued through Taiwanese production continued until All
Tercels featured a 5E-FE 1. With that engine the car took only The car was revolutionary to that
market at the time, and it was elected "car of the year" in Chile. The XLi version was basic with
no tach, and power steering was an option. The GLi had power steering, four arm steering
wheels, trunk and gas cap remote opening; and three pointed rear seat belts standard. It was
offered with either a five-speed manual transmission or a four-speed automatic. The model had
multi-reflector headlights, new fascia, bumpers and clear turn signal lights; in the rear, new
mirror style taillights and new bumper. It was a huge success, becoming the second
best-selling car in Chile for four years. In Thailand, a version of the Tercel with different front
and rear fascias was sold as the Toyota Soluna. The name "Soluna" is taken from Spanish
words sol , meaning "sun" and luna , meaning "moon". The plain Soluna was a big seller in
Thailand. A facelifted Soluna appeared in Thailand in late and arrived in Indonesia mid The
Tercel is also sold in Taiwan, which was manufactured and assembled by Kuozui Motors. The
Tercel remained smaller than the Corolla throughout its production, though by the end of its
production the Tercel had become almost the same size as the North American-market â€”
Corollas that were current at the time the Tercel was introduced. From Wikipedia, the free
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ce in any of the posted photos are because of my Camilion paint job. It kicks serious booty.
Page OneThis is my Tercel at a carshow. It placed first out of all 1 cars. Vanessa was my trophy.
Personally, I would have settled for a pet monkey. This is me in my Tercel after my 6 second
quarter mile mph run. My Tercel and I both felt like we took it up the ass. Here's the backside of
the Tercel after the Wagon conversion. It has a Blitz body kit also. If anyone's wondering about
the color change between pictures, it's the Camilion paint. This is my Tercel after I gave it to the
J Body gay car club. All I asked was for shaved door handles and this is what I got back. Good
thing I didn't let them do the Lambo door conversion.. Man I'm so ticked at those guys and what
they did to my baby. The new rims I'm getting. They're spinners. Load Post 1. Comment 0
Photos 1 Share. Load Post 2. Load Post 3. Load Post 4. Load Post 5. Load Post 6. Ride
Comments 7 comments. Load More Comments. Jump to Post.

